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Empower your adult learners to join any conversation, and say

the right thing at the right time with Wide Angle, a six-level American English
course with an emphasis on teaching English for the real world.
‘English for Real’ lessons guide students on how to respond appropriately
in everyday situations, and interactive videos encourage them to practice.
With photos from world-renowned photographers, ‘Behind the Photo’ video
interviews, and reading texts from Oxford Reference, the course provides real
content that’s underpinned by a comprehensive syllabus.

ENGLISH FOR THE REAL WORLD
‘English for Real’ lessons equip students with the tools to uncover and master the hidden rules of
English, so when it comes to communicating in the real world, they know what to say and how to say it.

CONTENT FROM THE REAL WORLD
Vibrant photos from around the
world and video interviews with the
photographers on the stories behind
them bring the topics to life.

Watch the story
behind the photo
Scan this code using a QR code reader
on your smartphone or tablet, or go to
oxelt.gl/behind-the-photo

KEY INFORMATION

2

LEVELS: 1–6

AGE: Adult learners

CEFR LEVELS: A1–C1

SKILLS: Four skills, Grammar,
Vocabulary, and
Pronunciation

AUTHORS: Jennifer Carlson,
Miles Craven, Nancy Jordan,
Gary Pathare, Jaimie Scanlon,
Kristin Donnalley Sherman
and Frances Watkins
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FOR STUDENTS
Student Book
with Online Practice

Workbook
Additional practice for every
unit of the Student Book, for
homework or self-study.

Student Book provides 12 topical units
with 5 lessons. Units are media-rich with
vibrant photos to introduce the topics,
engaging audio and video activities, links to
podcasts and discussion boards, and Oxford
Reference reading texts.
Online Practice offers 30 hours of extra practice
online including skills practice, grammar and
vocabulary exercises, all the audio and video,
plus interactive video activities.
wideangle.oxfordonlinepractice.com

Includes extra Oxford Reference
reading texts, extra skills practice,
and even more grammar and
vocabulary activities.

The Student Book and Workbook
are also available in MULTI-PACKS for
shorter courses, with six units in each pack.

Student Book
e-book
The Student Book is available as a
fully interactive e-book.

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s
Resource Center

Teacher’s
Guide

All your teaching resources
online and in the same place!

The comprehensive Teacher’s
Guide provides all the teaching
notes you need for your
classroom teaching.

The Teacher’s Resource Center gives you access to
all the course material including audio and video,
tests, answer keys and extra teaching resources,
plus a pdf copy of the Teacher’s Guide.
wideangle.oxfordonlinepractice.com

Class
Audio CDs
All listening material for
the Student Book.

Classroom
Presentation Tool
The Classroom Presentation Tool
delivers the Student Book on
screen with interactive activities
to capture students’ attention,
integrated audio, video, and
answer keys, all available
online or offline and
updated across
your devices.

Wide Angle
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INTRODUCING THE UNIT
Sample taken from Level 4 Student Book, Unit 3
Interesting questions
introduce students to the
topic and get them thinking.

3

UNIT SNAPSHOT

Frontiers

Who first got to the top of Mount Everest?
Who secretly traveled the world as a man?
What came first: lenses or printing presses?

30
32
38

Vibrant photos
from world-renowned
photographers bring
topics to life.

Why do people go to
new places?

Which areas have humans
explored? How?

How do people feel when
they cross a frontier?

BEHIND THE PHOTO

1 Answer the questions.
1 If you were going to explore an area of the world, where would you go and why?

REALWORLD

GOAL
Visit somewhere you
have never been before

4528337_WA_SB_B1plus.indb 27

I would go to New Zealand or somewhere else with lots of beautiful scenery.
I love wild places and love going hiking in the mountains.
2 What are the benefits of exploring? Who benefits most?
3 What are the problems? Who faces them?

2 Discuss your answers with a partner. Do you have similar views?

Video interviews with
the photographers
provide unique insights
18/06/2018
into 15:05
the story behind
the photo.

Real-World Goals
inspire students to
apply the learning to
their own lives.

4
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3 VOCABU
LISTENING

ice

underwater

1 ACTIVATE What kind of people make good explorers?
What are they like? What do they do?

5

explorers with the words in the box.
quit
keep going

practical
flexible

■ know how to
■

with hope, energy, and
when things get tough.

3

even when other people go back.

4

■ don’t like to

but know that sometimes it is

5

necessary.
■ are

and are not afraid of changing their

6

plans.
■ are

in other words
that is
to put it another way

6

positive

—they listen to others, but they make
their own decisions.

■ are

8
—they know how to take care of
themselves and others.

4 INTERACT Discuss the questions with a partner.
1 Which ideas from the description in Exercise 3 did you
mention in Exercises 1 and 2?
2 Which three ideas about explorers do you most agree
with?

Modular lessons
offer you the
flexibility to teach
the unit in any order.

!
1

Rephrasing
signal

Key facts

make a

■ don’t lik

necessa

to put it another

surroundings

■ are

10 WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE? Look at the areas for
exploration in the pictures in this lesson and answer the
questions.

Rephrasing
words

2 Which should we definitely stop exploring? Why?
3 What other areas should we start to explore? Why?

■ are

turn to…
in other words

make a

the really bad

Some verbs can take the -ing form or the
to infinitive with
times
little or no change in meaning. For example: attempt,
begin, can’t stand, continue, hate, like, love, prefer, start.

■ are

Do you like to be in control? / Do you like being in control?

Other verbs can take both the -ing form or the to infinitive
18/06/2018
but with a clear difference in meaning. For example: stop,
forget, remember.

4528337_WA_SB_B1plus.indb 28

Do you stop to look? (Do you stop doing something
because you want to look?)
Do you stop looking? (Do you no longer look at what you
were looking at before?)

Grammar in Context
presents the grammar on the
page at the right point in a
student’s learning. Students can
flip to the back of the Student
Book or go online for the
complete grammar reference.

15:05

See Grammar focus on page 161.

8 IDENTIFY Work in pairs. Is there a difference in meaning

4 INTERAC

in the sentences in each pair? What is it?
1 He stopped to talk to me. / He stopped talking to me.
2 She forgot meeting them. / She forgot to meet them.
3 I prefer traveling alone. / I prefer to travel alone.
4 He remembered visiting the place. / He remembered to

1 Which i

visit the place.

9

Unit 3
So and such

-ING FORM OR TO INFINITIVE?

FORM

Some verbs can take either the -ing form or the to infinitive,
with little or no change in the meaning: attempt, begin, can’t
stand, continue, hate, like, love, prefer, and start.

so/such
I’m
It’s

adjective

(article)

so

It’s

I started playing the guitar when I was ten.
I started to play the guitar when I was ten.

such

a

Some verbs can take either the -ing form or the to infinitive, but
with a difference in the meaning or use: stop, forget, remember.
I’ve stopped buying CDs. (I no longer buy CDs.)
I stopped on the way to buy you a gift. (I stopped (at a store). I
bought a gift.)
Grandma remembers dancing when she was a girl. (She
remembers an activity that she did regularly in the past.)
Grandma remembered to send me a card. (She remembered to
do an action.)

beautiful

day!

wonderful

weather!

a

-ING FORM
We use the -ing form after the following verbs: admit, avoid,
consider, deny, finish, imagine, practice, recommend, stop, and
suggest.

mentio

2 …they forgot to look / looking and learn / learning about
where they were.

nuisance!

USE
We use so and such to say that people or things are very happy,
exicting, beautiful, terrible, etc.
We use so + adjective, without a noun.

3 … people will continue to explore / exploring forever,

2 Which t

inward and outward…
4 …we should remember to leave / leaving the place as

She’s so kind. (NOT She’s a so kind person.)
The tennis match was so exciting!

We use such + adjective + noun.

we find it…

Maya is such a kind person. She helps everyone.

Verbs + -ing form and verbs + to infinitive

DNA

first to go somewhere.

excited!

I’m starting to feel better. (NOT I’m starting feeling better.)

INTEGRATE Read the extracts from the talk. Choose
the verb form the speaker used. Then listen and check.
1 …we need to stop to worry / worrying about being the

(noun)

exciting!

We don’t usually use two -ing forms next to each other.

8

themse

the human mind

5 She began to explain. / She began explaining.

Verbs + to infinitive or -ing form

7

their ow

decision…stick to
GRAMMAR IN CONTEXT
Verbs + to infinitive or -ing form it…get through

28

6

plans.

1 Which areas should we continue exploring? Why?

take in

1
❯commitment
Caves discovered
in the world: about
%
way
everything…
%
❯ Earth’s surface covered by ocean:going
abouton2 around
% you…rather than
❯ Unexplored ocean: about 3
million years old
❯ Life under Antarctic ice: up to 4 just…looking
❯ Money spent on brain research in ahead
Europe per year:
over €of5 your by that I mean
2 be aware
the person to

3 be in control

4

■

by that I mean

IDENTIFY The speaker rephrases the three key points
in the first part of her presentation. Can you remember
how she did this? Match the original phrases to the
7
INTEGRATE
key factsThen
and predict
the
rephrasing
signals andReview
to the the
rephrasing.
listen again
andanswers.
check. Then listen to the rest of the talk and check.

7

1

■

■ know h

Sometimes they use signals to show they are rephrasing.
Listen for these, for example:

Successful explorers…
to 2
positive feelings.

INTEGRATE Listen to the first part of a talk about

Would you make a good explorer? Do you want to find out
about the world, push back frontiers, discover
new places?

Oxford 3000™

1

underground

Speakers often use specific topic words and ideas that
may not be familiar to the audience. They usually
rephrase these to help the listener understand. Sometimes
they do this immediately.

3 VOCABULARY Complete the description of successful

■

Successful

Every word in the
Oxford 3000TM and
Oxford 5000TM is
aligned to the CEFR,
guiding learners on the
words they should
know at each level.

LISTENING SKILL
Recognizing rephrasing in a talk

exploration team. What skills do you have that would be
useful?

explore
set off

Oxford 3000

modern-day exploration. Which skills and qualities from
Exercise 3 are mentioned?

2 WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE? Imagine that you are on an

independent
survive

independe
survive

Levels 5 and 6 include vocabulary
from the Oxford 5000™ – an
expanded word list for advanced
learners of English.

3.1 End of the Road?

mountains

explorers w

Colors and keys highlight
vocabulary from the Oxford 3000™
– a list of the most important words
to learn in English.

It’s such a beautiful day. I think I’ll go to the beach.

We can also use such + noun (without an adjective) when the
noun is something that is always beautiful, exciting, terrible, etc.
“The train was three hours late.”

with?

“Oh, that’s such a nuisance!”

artificial intelligence

Dave recommended seeing the latest Bond movie.

We use the -ing form after verbs that express likes and dislikes:
can’t stand, enjoy, feel like, hate, like, love, (don’t/doesn’t) mind,
and prefer.

11 INTERACT Share your answers to the questions in

I really enjoy going to the theater.

We can also use the -ing form after the prepositions about, at,
before, in, of, on, to, and without.

Exercise 10 in a group. Try to agree on the top two areas
for each answer.

Dad insisted on paying for the meal.

TO INFINITIVE

29

We use the to infinitive after the following verbs: afford, agree,
aim, appear, arrange, choose, decide, demand, expect, fail,
forget, hope, manage, need, offer, plan, seem, and want.
Emma offered to give me a lift to work.

To form the negative, we put not between the two verbs.
I promise not to tell anyone.
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GO ONLINE for the complete grammar reference.

161
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2 Identify the part of speech of the wo
the sentence.

READING

Discovering ex

Reading texts from Oxford
Reference – a trusted source of
over two million academic texts,
give students authentic materials
with real vocabulary.

What do Christopher Columbus, Ca
Marco Polo have in common? Yes, they
explorers—and they were all male expl
the well-known ones. However, women
5 place in the history of exploration, and
explorers has been rising since the 198
achievements of female explorers, like
finally getting the recognition they des

3.2 Who Went Where?
1 ACTIVATE Match the dates, nationalities, and areas of

2 IDENTIFY Work in pairs. Match the sentences (a–f) to

exploration to the people shown in the pictures.
1934–1968
1868–1926
Soviet
American
desert
air

1903–1941
1866–1955
British
British
the Arctic
sea

1910–1997
4
1914–1986
French
Nepalese
space
mountains

5

the people in Exercise 1 (1–6). Then discuss the meaning
of the words in bold.
3 Discuss the possible meaning of the word.

WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE? From
in Exercise
a Hethe
wasfacts
a pioneer
in marine exploration

4 Check the precise meaning in a dictionary.
2 and any information you know about the people in
and filmmaking, making the first French
Exercise 1, which person would you most like to have
7 EXPAND Find three more words you do not know in
underwater film and helping to develop
been?
the article. Use the steps in Exercise 6 to figure out their
modern diving techniques.
meaning.
She was in
a brilliant
aviator, being the first
INTEGRATE Skim the topicbsentences
the article
below to help.
woman to fly solo from Britain to Australia.
8 INTEGRATE Read the article in detail, and write short
was about?
the first human to go into outer
space to the questions.
answers
1 What kind of explorers is ctheHe
article
around
the Earth,
2 What kinds of difficulties didand
these
explorers
face? completing an orbit
1 What change has happened over the past 40 years?
on April 12, 1961.

2 What did the women’s movement do?

6 APPLY Work in pairs. Find the
words
in the box
in areas
the of the Middle East,
d She
explored
many

3 What did the female explorers’ journals show?
article. Then use the steps to figure out the meaning of
making friends and developing strong 4bonds
What were some practical ways in which women
each word.
with many leaders there.
explorers were ignored?
e He made
several
fascinating (line 12)
obligations
(line
30) voyages to the Arctic5and
What factors did many female explorers share?
confront (line 14)
repressive (line 17)

self-educated
39)of the first teams to reach the
was part (line
of one
6 What does the writer conclude about male and female

Geographic North Pole.
explorers?
f the
He word,
is one and
of the
moston
famous climbers in history
1 Read the sentences around
decide
and
the
first
person
to
reach
the
summit
of
the topic and key words.

1 Amy Johnson

2 Jacques Cousteau

1903–1941
British
air

Everest.
2 Identify the part of speech ofMount
the word
and its use in
the sentence.

10

READING SKILL
Working out meaning from context
Knowing how to use context to deal with new words will

help your reading become faster as you will need to look
Discovering
explorers
up words less often.
Use the text around the new word to figure out its

Why have attitudes changed? One ex
the women’s movement of the 20th an
sourced
increased interestTexts
inare
women’s
accomp
from Oxford University
Press’s Dictionaries,
their journals provide
fascinating storie
Companions and
appeared to enjoy
facing danger,
showi
Encyclopedias,
and
provide
students
with
confront wild animals,
extreme weathe
a variety of reading
materials
to confidence an
injury, and illness.
Their
learn from.
an inspiration to today’s women. It is o
read about the attitudes they faced, esp
Victorian Britain. For example, women
denied recognition for their achieveme
Liverpool Geographical Society wanted
Access Cards in Levels
Mary Kingsley’s explorations
in West A
4, 5, and 6 Student
read aloud by a man
she sat in th
Books while
give learners
to the Oxford
the organizationaccess
would
not allow wom
Reference digital
platform,
they
shocking is the fact
thatwhere
membership
o
can explore even
Explorers’ Club was
more male-only
academic texts until 19

meaning.Captain
What is Cook,
the topic
the
So,and
what
were these women explorers like? Apart
What do Christopher Columbus,
andof the sentence
paragraph?
words are linked
to having
the newstrong
one? personalities and being intelligent
from
Marco Polo have in common?
Yes, theyWhat
wereother
all famous
and
they were usually middle-aged or beyond,
explorers—and they were all
asmarine
are most
of
Hemale
was aexplorers,
pioneer in
exploration
and practical,
filmmaking,
4 Yuri Gagarin
having
gained
the well-known ones. However,
women
have
a significant
making
the first
French
underwater film and helping to their independence after fulfilling family
5 place in the history of exploration,
obligations, such as looking after elderly parents. In
and interest
female
develop modern
divingintechniques.
fact, one attraction for many women was the possibility
explorers has been rising since the 1980s. The very real
Use the word form and the grammar of the sentence to
of escape from a lifetime of service. They were usually
achievements of female explorers, like Mary Kingsley, are
understand the function of the word. Does it have a prefix
unmarried, as few husbands would consider giving
finally getting the recognition they deserve.
or suffix? Is it a verb, a noun, etc.?
permission for their wives to pursue such a profession.
Why have attitudes changed? One explanation is that
She was a brilliant aviator. (-or = noun suffix
They often
were also rich enough to afford to pay for their trips
10 the women’s movement of the 20th and 21st centuries has
indicating the noun is a person)
(sponsorship was usually not possible for women) and
increased interest in women’s accomplishments. Also,
sufficiently
and experienced to deal with the
Avoid
using
a
dictionary
to
check
the
meaning
of aeducated
lot of
their journals provide fascinating stories; these women
inevitable
complications that arose. Mary Kingsley fits this
words,showing
especially
the first timetoyou read.
Use the context
appeared to enjoy facing danger,
a willingness
profile.
Unmarried,
smart,
and self-educated, Mary took
and
improve
your
deduction
skills.
Check
in
a
dictionary
confront wild animals, extreme weather, hostile natives,
care of her family while her father went on explorations.
15 injury, and illness. Their confidence
later to getand
a more
precise definition.
commitment
are
Only when both her parents died and her brother moved
an inspiration to today’s women. It is often shocking to
away was Mary finally able to begin her own explorations.
read about the attitudes they faced, especially in repressive
3 EXPAND Review your answers to Exercise 2. Then use
Now that the contributions of these women are finally
Victorian Britain. For example, women were constantly
a dictionary to check the precise meaning of the words
revealed, in the context of their gender their achievements
denied recognition for their achievements. When the
in bold.
20 Liverpool
appear to be even more remarkable than those of their
6 Gertrude
Bell Geographical Society wanted to learn about
more famous male counterparts. While they didn’t
Mary Kingsley’s explorations in West Africa, her paper was
discover America, they made significant discoveries,
read aloud by a man while she sat in the background, as
but above all they showed that women can overcome
the organization would not allow women to speak. Equally
impossible challenges to achieve greatness.
shocking is the fact that membership of the New York
25 Explorers’ Club was male-only until 1981.
—adapted from The Oxford Companion to World Exploration, edited by

3 Matthew Henson

15

5 Tenzing Norgay

20

30

David Buisseret
Oxford 3000™
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35

40

45

31
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25
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Suffixes for nouns
Recognizing suffixes can help you identify nouns and
understand their meaning.
exploration
confidence

personality
membership

achievement
willingness

Using suffixes to make nouns will increase your
vocabulary by allowing you to create new words from the
basic ones you know (such as verbs and adjectives).
However, women have a significant place in the history of
exploration, and interest in female explorers has been
rising since the 1980s.

9 IDENTIFY Find all the examples of nouns with these
suffixes in the article. Which suffixes are mainly added to
verbs? Which to adjectives? Which to other nouns?
1 -tion:

mainly added to

www.oxfordreference.com

can’t stand, enjoy, hate, like, (don’t / doesn’t) mind, prefer
These women appeared to enjoy facing danger.

We can also use the to infinitive with some of these verbs,
for example:
like, hate, love
She liked to travel to new places.

They were also rich enough to afford to pay for their trips.

4528337_WA_SB_B1plus.indb 31

4 -ence:

and look up topics of
interest.

We use the -ing form after verbs that talk about likes and
dislikes, for example:

See Grammar focus on page 161.

mainly added to

Grammar and
vocabulary points
explain the language
in the reading text.

12 INTEGRATE Complete the article about a female explorer

mainly added to

with the correct forms of the verbs in parentheses.

5 -ity:
mainly added to

Jeanne Baret (1740–1807)

6 -ship:

Wide Angle
mainly added to
10 BUILD Add suffixes to the words in the box, and

complete the sentences with the best word.
WIDE ANGLE brochure 6_2019 v5.indd 6
different

admit, avoid, consider, deny, finish, practice, suggest
Few husbands would consider giving permission for their
wives to do this.

afford, agree, aim, allow, choose, decide, demand, expect,
hope, manage, need, offer, plan, want

3 -ness:

contribute

We use the -ing form only after certain verbs, for example:

We use the to infinitive after other verbs, for example:

mainly added to
2 -ment:

6

GRAMMAR IN CONTEXT
Verbs + -ing form and verbs + to infinitive

encourage

Jeanne Baret managed 1
(do) something
no woman had done before: she completed a voyage
around the world. However, she did this dressed as a man
since no women were allowed 2
(travel) on
French Navy ships in those days. So, to avoid 3
(be) thrown off the ship, Baret put on men’s clothes and

22/07/2019 10:26

WRITING
3.3 Inner or Outer Space?

This symbol means
students can go online to
extend their learning.

1 ACTIVATE Work in pairs. Write a list of pros and cons of
exploring space.
Pros

Cons

2 WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE? Decide whether you are for
or against space exploration. Explain your view to your
group. Who has the most similar view to yours?

3 INTEGRATE Read the essay. Are any of your ideas from
Exercise 1 included?

WRITING SKILL
Writing paragraphs and topic sentences
Paragraphs with strong topic sentences help the reader
to understand the organization of the text and the main
ideas. This means the reader can:
• get a clear overview quickly.
• find the information they want more easily.
• understand the progression of the ideas.
Paragraphs should have one main idea, and the topic
sentence usually presents this. Examples and more
detailed information in the rest of the paragraph should
support the main idea.

4528337_WA_SB_B1plus.indb 33

4 IDENTIFY Read the essay again. Find the topic sentence
in each paragraph.
Although it has been more than four decades since the last
manned moon landing, humankind has not stopped exploring
5 EXPAND Take notes of the supporting ideas and
space. Almost daily we read reports of new rocket launches
examples in paragraphs 2 and 3.
and landings on Mars, each costing millions of dollars. Many
people do not agree with this; they say we need the money
for solutions to problems on our own planet. In this essay, I
will discuss the benefits and drawbacks of space exploration.
Starting with the benefits, there are several general
advantages. The first is that space exploration helps to
improve technology. This improvement eventually reaches
consumers on earth. Many people also believe that humans
are designed to explore and expand our knowledge, and
space is the ultimate place to do this. This is such a strong
argument that many governments are happy to fund projects
with little short-term benefit. There are also some practical
benefits, for example, the discovery of new resources in
space or the possible discovery of a new place for humans
to live.
However, space travel also has significant disadvantages,
especially financial ones. Each mission costs millions of
dollars, and many people are unhappy with this. They say the
money should be spent on problems we face, like climate
change, poverty, and disease. All of these would benefit
Paragraph 2:
from the billions of dollars that are currently spent on space
travel. There is also an environmental cost both on earth and
in space, as we burn rocket fuel, use up expensive and rare
materials, and leave behind litter in space.

so + adjective
so exciting

such (+ a / an) + adjective + noun
such a good idea

We don’t need an adjective with such if the noun is
something that is always good, bad, etc.
It was such a problem.

Also, we don’t use a / an with such when the noun is
uncountable.
It was such bad weather.
See Grammar focus on page 161.

7 IDENTIFY Find an example of so and such in the essay.
8 INTERACT Complete the sentences with so, such, or such
a / an.
1 I understand why some people are

negative

about space travel.
2 Space travel is

expensive activity. We should

limit it.
3 We should focus on the problems on earth only

serious.
because they are
12 WRITE Write a for-and-against essay of up to 300
statements
in money for every issue is
In conclusion, I feel there should be 10
moreWHAT’S
discussionYOUR
on the ANGLE? Discuss
4 the
Finding
enough
words. Include an introduction, a paragraph “for,” a
8. Which
question of space exploration because it is Exercise
so expensive
and do you agree with?challenge for most governments.
paragraph “against,” and a conclusion. Remember to use
uses too many resources. In today’s world, we need to make
5 We shouldn’t stop space exploration
because
it gives us and clear supporting details and
strong
topic sentences
sure that our money and effort are directed
where they are
11 PREPARE
Choose one of the topics to write a for-andexamples.
good knowledge.
most needed.
against essay about. Should we spend money on the
opportunity
for
a
country
to
6
Space
travel
is
research into these areas nowadays? Write your notes in
13 IMPROVE
Review your partner’s essay.
show its scientific and technology
skills.
the table.
33
Does the essay…
oceans
the human
underground
9mind
INTEGRATE
Rewrite the sentences ■to include
replace four
so with
paragraphs with strong topic sentences?
cures for diseases
the North or South
Pole
such, or
such with so.
■ include clear supporting ideas and examples?
18/06/2018 DNA
15:05
artificial intelligence
1 It is such an expensive program that
some
people
■ use
so and
suchthink
correctly?
Topic
Arguments for/
advantages

Skills boxes focus
students’ attention and
give them practical
information to take away
and put into practice.

GRAMMAR IN CONTEXT so and such
We use so and such to emphasize what things are like.

it should be shut down.

14 that
SHARE
Read
other classmates’ essays. Which have
The program is so expensive
some
people
think it should be shut down.arguments you hadn’t thought of before?

2 The university was so interested in his research that
they decided to hire him.

Paragraph 3:

Arguments against/
disadvantages

3 His discoveries were so valuable that many study his
contributions today.

Conclusion

4 You have such a strong argument in favor of space

6 WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE? Review the essay. Has it
changed your mind about space exploration? Why or
why not?

exploration.
5 She has such a unique perspective on the issue.
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Each lesson follows an activity
sequence that helps to build
students’ confidence. As the
level of challenge increases,
students are encouraged to
work more independently.

Satellite antennas on the grounds of the
Fucino Space Center in Abruzzo, Italy
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English For Real lessons
equip students with the
tools to master the hidden
rules of English.

ENGLISH FOR REAL
3.4 Excuse Me…
1

Videos with the
Wide Angle characters
encourage learners
to think about how to
adapt language for
different situations.

2

Activities guide
students to understand
and identify differences
in language and
behavior.

Real-World English
skills boxes teach
students the right thing
to say in any situation.

ENGLISH FOR REAL

1 ACTIVATE Look at the pictures with a partner. What are the differences?
Discuss the question in relation to the following.
location
situation
relationships between speakers

2

IDENTIFY Watch a conversation between Max, Andy, Phil, and Kevin about a lecture they
have just attended. What do they keep doing?

3 ASSESS You are going to watch an extract of the lecture the friends were talking about in
Exercise 2. Max wants to ask the speaker a question. What do you think Max’s interruption will
be like compared to the way the friends interrupted each other in their conversation? Why?

4

ANALYZE Watch the video and check your answers to Exercise 3.

REAL-WORLD ENGLISH Interrupting and resuming
Interrupting appropriately for the situation will get a better response from the speaker.
Sometimes it is necessary to interrupt a formal presentation to check understanding. You can raise
your hand and then say you want to interrupt and why.
Excuse me for interrupting. Could I ask…?
I’m sorry to interrupt. Do you mind if…?
Excuse me for saying so, but I don’t think…

With people you know in informal situations, you can use just one word like but, so, or sorry to
show you want to say something.
So, why does…?
But what about…?
Sorry, but…?

When starting to speak again after an interruption, the speaker can use phrases to show it is their
turn again.
Anyway, as I was saying…
Going back to what I was talking about…
So, where was I?

36
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Watch this English For Real video
Scan this code using
a QR code reader on
your smartphone or
tablet, or go to
oxelt.gl/english-for-real
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5

8 INTERACT Now work in pairs (A and B). Review

IDENTIFY Watch the complete video and take notes
on the different ways of interrupting and resuming in
each situation. Include phrases and actions. Compare your
notes with a partner.

Speakers

In the classroom

Outside the
classroom

Max and lecturer

Max, Andy, Kevin,
and Phil

situations 3 and 4. How do they differ from situations 1
and 2 in Exercise 7? Choose situation 3 or 4. Decide on
the details, and prepare what you will say. Then role-play
the situation.
Situation 3: The lecturer is talking to a large group about
the assignment that is due next week. You
have some questions about it. Decide on
course name, type of assignment, and so on.

To interrupt

Situation 4: It is your first day at work. You and ten other
new people are in a training session with the

To resume

manager. She hasn’t answered your questions

What’s Your Angle?
activities give students
opportunities to
personalize their
language practice.

about the new job. Decide on the type of

6

company, new job title, and so on.

INTEGRATE Work in pairs. Rewrite the interruptions
so that they can be used for a more formal situation (e.g.,
the classroom situation in the video). Then listen and
compare your answers. Did you rewrite them in the same
way as the sentences in the audio?
1 But what about the start time?

9 ANALYZE Discuss what worked well in your role play
in Exercise 8. How could you make your language more
appropriate? Then swap roles and repeat.

10 WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE? Have you ever wanted to

2 So, we can finish early?

interrupt but didn’t? Why not?

3 Actually, that’s not right.
4 Sorry, but I need to say something here.

7 INTERACT Work in a group of three (A, B, and C) to do
a role play. Choose situation 1 or 2, and prepare what you
will say. Then role-play the situation. Discuss what worked
well in your role play. Then swap roles and repeat.

SPEAKING

Situation 1: You join two friends in a café. They are having
a conversation about a documentary they both
saw. You need to tell them about the plans for
that evening.

3.5 Moving On

Situation 2: You and two friends meet outside the movie
theater. They immediately start talking about
the party last night. The movie is starting in

1 ACTIVATE Discuss the questions.

PRONUNCIATION SKILL
Shifting stress in suffix words

1 Which of these things have you used or benefited from

ten minutes, and there is a line for tickets. You

Correct word stress helps the listener understand key nouns.

this week?
2 How important is each one in your life?

don’t want to miss the start of the movie.

compass
Internet
paper money

printing press
telephone
mechanical clock

When certain suffixes are added to adjectives or verbs to
form nouns, the stress moves to a different syllable in the
noun. For example, with the suffixes -ity and -tion, the stress
moves to the syllable before the suffix.

airplane
corrective eye lenses

personal—personality

2 ASSESS Answer the questions.
1 In which century were the items in Exercise 1 probably

achieve—achievement
member—membership

invented?
2 Which have been the most important in the
development of human knowledge? Choose your top

8

three.

3 INTERACT Discuss your answers in Exercise 2 in a group.
Decide on the top three inventions.

4

3 differ—difference
4 apply—application
5 relation—relationship
6 lazy—laziness

9

The audience listens and learns more when a presentation is
well organized and presented.
Give a clear, engaging introduction that tells your audience
what you are going to talk about.

to create your own version
of the English For Real video.

So, first of all,…

Interactive videos give
students the opportunity
to practice adapting their
language for a situation.

Moving on to…

ASSESS Listen to the opening parts for the other
sections of the presentation, and check your answers to
Exercise 5.

IDENTIFY Listen again and complete the phrases
used to introduce or change the topic.

3 In
4

38

5 …this will be an explora

…
…

of the importance of this item…
of important

10 PREPARE Choose an item you consider to be in the top
three most important inventions for human knowledge.
Write a list of reasons to support your view.

11 DEVELOP Work in pairs. Review your partner’s choice of
invention and then together decide how to organize each
presentation.

12 IMPROVE Practice your presentation. Ask your partner for
feedback on the organization and delivery.

13 SHARE Give your presentation to a group. Answer questions
from other students at the end of the presentation.

, the question is how…
the history of…
, I would like to look at…
questions…

14 WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE? After listening to the other
speakers in your group, have you changed your choice of
important invention? Why or why not?
Now go to page 149 for the Unit 3 Review.
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Learners are encouraged to
go to the Unit Review to
consolidate their learning
with extra activities.
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6

2

4 …the recogni

37

INTEGRATE Listen to the introduction again. Write a
possible outline for the rest of the presentation.

1 So,

1 I would like to look at other develop
2 …the simple lens gave us the possibil

5

7

INTERACT Complete the nouns in the extracts with
a suffix, and mark the stress on these nouns. Listen and
check. Then listen again and repeat the extracts.

3 …of raising the level of human intellig

Then use signpost phrases to show the audience where you
are in the presentation and to highlight changes of topic.
4528337_WA_SB_B1plus.indb 37

IDENTIFY Notice the stress in the first word. Then
identify the suffix in the noun form, and find the main
stress. Listen and check.
2 available—availability

SPEAKING Giving a presentation

Today, I’m going to talk about…
First, I’ll talk about…
Then I’ll outline…
Finally, we will look at…
There will be time for questions at the end.

happy—happiness
confident—confidence

1 disappoint—disappointment

IDENTIFY Listen to the start of a presentation. Which
of the items from Exercise 1 is the speaker going to talk
about?

GO ONLINE

admire—admiration

Some suffixes don’t affect the stress when they are added,
for example: -ment, -ness, -ship, and -ence.
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Find out more about some of
the course components for students

Student Book e-book
The Student Book is available as an e-book* with interactive features designed
specifically for language learners:
Play video and audio straight from the page.
Interactive activities with automatic marking to instantly check understanding.
Annotate the page with pens and highlighters, and save written or spoken notes
anywhere on the page.
Available for iPad and Android tablets via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app
or to use on a computer www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com
*Excludes Online Practice

Students using the Student Book e-book
can purchase access to Online Practice
at www.oup.com/elt

Online Practice
30 hours of extra practice online lets students take control of their learning.
Access to all the course audio and video, available for learners to stream
online or download.
Activities to review the language taught in every lesson, plus extra Reading,
Writing, Listening and Speaking practice for students to develop their skills.
Instant feedback on activities encourages students to reflect on their learning,
and classmates can collaborate and share their knowledge using the online
discussion board.
Interactive video activities for the English For Real lessons allow students to
practice responding to a situation. Students record their voice, play it back, and
can record it again to improve their response or send it to you for feedback.

Track students’ progress in the Online
Practice and manage your class online with
teacher access to Online Practice.
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Find out more about some of
the course components for teachers

Wide Angle Teacher’s Guide
Unit Overview
Introduction to the unit

Teacher’s Resource Center
Delivers all your teaching resources online and in the same place.
Easy-to-search Teacher’s Guide PDF, available to download or use online,
offers a comprehensive walk-through of every lesson and ‘More to Say’
pronunciation activities.
Access to all the course material including audio and video, answer
keys, and extra skills and grammar worksheets, plus assessment and
professional development resources.
Provides extra reading texts including Oxford Reference worksheets,
Newsela articles, and chapters from Graded Readers that are correlated
to the unit topic.

The title of this unit – Self – summarizes the main themes:
introducing oneself, spelling names, and identifying
personal information.
In the Lesson 1.1, the idea of self is reflected in the
following activities: expressing where you’re from
and what your country is famous for, reading about
international students and their countries, and identifying
nationalities. In the Lesson 1.2, the following exercises
demonstrate the theme of identity: creating questions
with “be” to ask about personal information and using
capital letters with proper nouns. In the Lesson 1.3,
students listen to audio about famous people from
around the world, which showcases the theme of self.
In Lesson 1.4, students watch a video and then practice
greetings and introductions. Finally, in Lesson 1.5,
the following exercises summarize what students
have learned about the theme of identity: giving and
answering questions about personal information and
spelling names.

Lessons
1.1 We’re Famous For...
Grammar in Context The verb to be: Positive and subject
pronouns
Reading Skill Recognizing nouns and pronouns
Vocabulary Development Nationalities
• Identify subjects and their forms of be
• Identify pronouns that refer to nouns
• Use nationalities to talk about where people are from

1.2 I’m a Rising Star!
Grammar in Context Questions with be
Writing Skill Checking your work: Capital letters for proper
nouns
• Construct yes/no and wh- questions with be
• Practice the numbers 1–20
• Use capital letters with proper nouns
• Complete a form

© Oxford University Press

Unit 1 Self
1.3 Who’s Who?
Listening Skill Understanding content words in speech
Grammar in Context Be negative
• Talk about jobs (Oxford 3000)
• Listen to information and apply it to various contexts

1.4 Nice to Meet You!
Real-World English Greetings and introductions
• Apply different expressions to different situations
• Analyze the way people greet each other
• Create conversations

1.5 All About Me
Pronunciation Skill Sounds of the alphabet
Speaking Giving personal information
• Brainstorm personal information questions
• Practice spelling names
• Act out a scenario

Resources
Class Audio*
WA_01_U01_Lesson 1.2_Exercise 2
WA_01_U01_Lesson 1.2_Exercise 5
WA_01_U01_Lesson 1.3_Exercise 3
WA_01_U01_Lesson 1.5_Exercise 2
WA_01_U01_Lesson 1.5_Exercise 3
Workbook Unit 1, pages
Oxford Readers Correlations
Sample Reader’s Chapters
Teacher Resource Center
• Grammar Worksheets
• Oxford Reference Online Worksheet: upper/lower
• Interactive videos and Max & Andy videos*
• Reused videos (6 per level)*
• Extra videos
• Chant Videos
• Unit test
• Sample Reader Chapters
* Asterisked items are available on Student Online Practice

Level A1 Teacher’s Guide

1

A flexible way to find your resources. Browse by level or unit, resource
type, or search to find exactly what you’re looking for.

Find your codes for the Classroom
Presentation Tool, Online Practice and
the Teacher’s Resource Center on the
Teacher’s Access Card.

Classroom Presentation Tool
Delivers the Student Book on screen for heads-up lessons.
Includes interactive activities that fill the screen to capture
students’ attention.
Launch activities straight from the page, and play audio and video
at the touch of a button.
Multiple marking options to suit your teaching style; reveal the
answers to students one-by-one or all at once.
Take it with you to plan your lessons wherever you are. Use online
or offline, on a tablet or computer, and your notes and web links
will update across your devices.
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Level 1 / A1

Level 2 / A2

Level 3 / B1

Level 4 / B1+

Level 5 / B2

Level 6 / C1

Student Book
with Online Practice

9780194528603

9780194528559

9780194528566

9780194528573

9780194528580

9780194528597

Multi-Pack A
with Online Practice

9780194546966

9780194546911

9780194546928

9780194546935

9780194546942

9780194546959

Multi-Pack B
with Online Practice

9780194547109

9780194547031

9780194547048

9780194547055

9780194547079

9780194547093

Student Book e-book:
buy online at
www.oup.com/elt

9780194528962

9780194528917

9780194528924

9780194528931

9780194528948

9780194528955

Online Practice: buy
online at www.oup.com/elt

9780194546690

9780194546645

9780194546652

9780194546669

9780194546676

9780194546683

Workbook

9780194528429

9780194528375

9780194528382

9780194528399

9780194528405

9780194528412

Teacher’s Access Card
includes Classroom
Presentation Tool, Teacher’s
Resource Center with Online
Practice & Teacher’s Guide PDF

9780194528665

9780194528610

9780194528627

9780194528634

9780194528641

9780194528658

Classroom Presentation
Tool: buy online at
www.oup.com/elt

9780194547116

9780194546829

9780194546836

9780194546843

9780194547062

9780194547086

Class Audio CDs

9780194528481

9780194528436

9780194528443

9780194528450

9780194528467

9780194528474

Teacher’s Guide (printed)

9780194511124

9780194511131

9780194511148

9780194511179

9780194511186

9780194511193

Students can also buy their own e-books by downloading the
Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and visiting the in-app Bookshop.

Contact Oxford Connect for more information
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